Inspire and Motivate Your Teams with
The JOYFull BadAss at Work Experience™
JOYFULL TEAMS. JOYFULL WORKPLACES. JOYFULL PROFITS.
“If you are thinking about
hiring Janifer Wheeler, please Culture is your brand. In her highly inspirational talks, Janifer reveals elements of her signature system,
don’t hesitate. Her breadth of CCI™, for creating a workplace culture that maximizes people, productivity, and profits. Key takeaways
include:
knowledge and support is
unparalleled and she is a true
• Empowering Mindset
gem in a sea of coaches and
• Alignment with Core Values
consultants who promise to
• Effective Action
deliver but fall short.” - Laura
• Improved Communication, Collaboration, and Connection
Escudé, CCO/Founder of
Electronic Creatives
Your audience will walk away with actionable steps and strategies they can implement immediately.

Speaking Topics
•

Take This Job and LOVE It: How to be a JOYFull BadAss

•

Maximize your Network with Purposeful Collaboration

•

Diversity and Inclusion: A Getting Started Guide for Solopreneurs and Small Business Owners

•

Sing your #IamRemarkable Praises: Breaking Down Modesty Norms for Improved Self
Promotion

"The 'I Am Remarkable' workshop challenged me to think about the ways in which I am remarkable and gave me the
courage to verbalize these qualities to others in a safe space. Talking about how remarkable you are to others makes
you feel oddly vulnerable but is imperative to grow in confidence--imperative to feeling empowered in those qualities. I
am looking forward to more workshops from Janifer!"

Happy Clients
Mosaic Weighted Blankets
Electronic Creatives
The Zebra
HERdacity
HiredTX
LaunchPad
Pearland ISD

Schedule a Consultation Here!

Meet The JOYFull BadAss Whisperer™
Janifer Wheeler, CDP® is the JoyFull Badass Whisperer™ who brings a
shift-ton of fierce fun to Continuous Cultural Improvement™. As the
founder of the JoyFull Badass Academy™, she empowers business leaders
to maximize people and profits by prioritizing joy, empathy, equality, and
inclusion.
Her CCI model integrates the Joy|Money Matrix™ with 25 years of
corporate and public education training expertise. Janifer revolutionizes
personal development by facilitating innovative, remote learning
experiences that shift minds, open hearts, connect teams, increase
profits, and strengthen resiliency.
Most recently, she launched The D&I Department, which provides consulting and education for smallmid size business owners who want diversity and inclusion but don’t currently have the budget for a
D&I team. She is a member of the Austin LGBTQ Chamber of Commerce, Amazing Women Leaders,
Chapter Ambassador for Polka Dot Powerhouse, and a Google Certified facilitator of #IamRemarkable.
As an international, award-winning speaker, Soul Spa Game developer, and Certified Diversity
Professional®, Janifer encourages every human being to unleash their soul’s badassery and invest in
more JOYFull living. Call us to learn more about how we can help you create a D&I Strategy that will
ensure lasting change.

Janifer Wheeler | hq@janiferwheeler.com | www.janiferwheeler.com | 512.920.3436

